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Welcome “Together” By Frances Ballantyne
From Timeless Prayers for Peace, compiled by Geoffrey Duncan

One:  Together, God in us, in human life,
All: Creating us, in our uniqueness,
One: Uniting us in our solidarity,
All: Supporting us in our suffering,
One: Holding us in our belonging,
All: Cradling us in our vulnerability,
One: Accepting us in all our nakedness,
All: Seeking us in our searching for peace,
One: Together, God in us, in our humanity.  Amen.



Student Survey Results



Survey 
Results #2



Survey Results #3



Continuum on Becoming an Anti-Racist, 
Multicultural Institution 
Source: Becoming An Anti-Racist Church: Journeying Toward Wholeness by Joseph Barndt  (Fortress Press 2011)



Survey Results #4

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are in an identity crisis as old self-perceptions no longer fit and there is awareness that new ones must be created.—impossible to end racism at the same time continuing systems of white privilegeMust claim an identity as an anti-racist people of God—Kairos moment, a startling realization that when it is clear that life cannot continue on its current path and that a new path is becoming available, awareness that superficial change is not change—deeper transformation is the gift of rebirth if we ask to be rebornA crisis marked by love and fear: love-believe in the unconditional love of God and seek to imitate that in our relationships with others; fear about what will happen if we do end racism, fear becoming a minority, fear diminishing power as white controlAt the end of racism, we regain our humanity, our authenticity, and our freedom



CTS is inching 
toward #4

4. Identity Change
An Anti-Racist Institution

• Growing understanding of racism as barrier to effective 
diversity

• Develops analysis of systemic racism

• Sponsors programs of anti-racism training

• New consciousness of institutionalized white power and 
privilege

• Develops intentional identity as an “anti- racist” 
institution

• Begins to develop accountability to racially oppressed 
communities

• Increasing commitment to dismantle racism and eliminate 
inherent white advantage

But . . .

• Institutional structures and culture that maintain white 
power and privilege still intact and relatively untouched

Source: Becoming An Anti-
Racist Church: Journeying 
Toward Wholeness by Joseph 
Barndt  (Fortress Press 2011)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Anti-racist identity is a new way of being—has an analysis of systemic racism, becomes committed to dismantling racism, will not rest until we escape from the prison of racismAnti-racism is long-term work, not non-racism, but against racismAnti-racist identity is a positive identity, positive to be against something that is evil, requires affirmative activity to resist racism and work for its demise and deconstruction and to build something new in its placeThe goal is anti-racist institutional identityCalls for In-depth transformational change



Barndt suggests that these are elements 
of an identity change

• Building a common analysis
• Undoing Internalized 

socialization
• Learning accountability to 

communities of color
• Auditing and evaluation
• Reaching a critical mass
• Institutionalizing the anti-racist 

identity



AND . . .

• Organizing to shape a new anti-racist identity includes 
unifying large numbers of people to:

• Agree on common understandings and definitions;
• Adopt new values and principles;
• Shape new ways of thinking, feeling, celebrating, and 

confessing;
• Create new cultural symbols, icons, and rituals;
• Add to and subtract from the way we collectively do 

things.



Organizational
Justice

Distributive 
Justice 
Fairness of the 
distribution of 
resources

Procedural Justice
The process by which 

resources are allocated and 
decisions are made

Interpersonal 
Justice 

How individuals are 
treated as 

policies/procedures are 
enacted

Informational Justice 
Communication of timely, 

accurate, truthful, and 
sufficient information 

regarding policies, 
procedures, and actions taken
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